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EPICENTER STOCKHOLM PRESENTS:
ENTER ART FOUNDATION at STOCKHOLM ART WEEK 2018
Short Description:
ENTER ART FOUNDATION is a young, Berlin based non-profit organization with the mission to
support artists while building a unique collection of art. Funded through donations and grants,
the project offers the opportunity for artists to connect with gallerists, collectors and art lovers
through group exhibitions. Selected artists are invited to show and sell their works and can
keep 100% of their sales. After its debut in Basel in June, 2016, EAF has now shown and supported more than 230 artists in seven major exhibitions in Berlin, Basel and Rovinj (Croatia)
with more than 50.000 visitors and 180 sales. EAF does not highlight single artists. We invite
visitors to form their individual opinions.
Location Infos:
EAF at Epicenter
Mäster Samuelsgatan 36
111 57 Stockholm
https://epicenterstockholm.com/
Contact:
ENTER ART FOUNDATION gGmbH
Kopenhagener Strasse 76
10437 Berlin
www.enterart.com
FB: www.fb.com/enterartfoundation
Instagram: enterartfoundation
Managing Director: Till Wald, Phone 0049 178 38 66 356; till@enterart.com
Curator: 		
Dr. Suzy Royal, Phone 0049 176 20 60 40 81; suzy@enterart.com
Opening hours:
THU 12.04. 18:00 - 22:00 Vernissage, open for public
FRI
13.04. 18:00 - 22:00
SAT
14.04. 14:00 - 22:00
SUN 15.04. 14:00 - 22:00
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Exhibition Info:
The ENTER ART FOUNDATION is pleased to announce its eighth pop-up exhibition featuring 25 emerging
and mid-career artists, taking place in the heart of downtown Stockholm, Sweden. EAF is proud to participate in the Stockholm Art Week as our second exhibition abroad since Basel, Switzerland. After numerous
successful exhibitions in Berlin, Enter Art Foundation is excited to go further afield and to explore the
growing art scene in Stockholm.
We see Stockholm as an exciting opportunity to go on a new journey of discovery. The buzz in the small
but concentrated art world of Stockholm is infectious and the enthusiasm about our project from artists
and other working in the art world is thrilling. It has been very enjoyable to put together a show here.
Typical for EAF is the wide range of techniques and styles we present in one cohesive exhibition. Our
Stockholm exhibition will continue this approach by including examples of photography, painting, sculpture, drawing, watercolor and collage.
Before every exhibition, we spend time scouring exhibitions, galleries and the internet for new artists.
Stockholm has been no exception, as we travelled to artist’s studios, private homes and galleries to meet
with them and see their artwork in person. The final result is a cross section of emerging Swedish artists,
varying in age and experience, yet all inspiring us with their fresh artistic vision. Alongside artists from
Sweden, art enthusiasts will have the opportunity to view works by artists from Columbia, Brazil, the United States, and of course Berlin. Visitors will encounter some familiar names from Sweden, but also have a
chance to discover artists whose work has never been displayed in this country.
Details on Special Event:
EAF is having on all days various artist talks and a curatorial walk through with artists.
Event on Facebook:
http://bit.ly/2FRMegO
Pictures:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1JTnOIrl9erbiY1r4qVGvWWrJK0hi0loa?usp=sharing
Catalogue: online view and download
http://www.enterart.com/2018/03/27/eaf-stockholm-art-week-april-2018/
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